
Although the American economy has entered the sixth year of the current
expansion, job growth during the current recovery is significantly slower

than in the past. On a peak-to-peak basis, most indicators for the current recov-
ery lag behind the postwar average—GDP growth is 2.6 percent, compared to a
postwar average 3.3 percent gain; wages and salaries are 1.2 percent higher, com-
pared to a postwar average of 2.8 percent; and employment is up only 0.6 percent,
compared to a postwar average of 1.7 percent.1 And there is a marked slowdown
since 2003. Between 2003 and the first half of 2007, real median hourly wages
have actually declined by 1.1 percent, and even for the top 20 percent of wage
earners, hourly wages have risen by only 0.5 percent. Incomes also are growing
significantly slower than productivity during this recovery. Since 2000, overall
productivity is up by 19.8 percent, while real weekly earnings rose by 3.5 percent
for women and actually declined by one percentage point for men.2 So although
the American economy continues to grow, it is producing jobs at a slower rate
than in typical recoveries, and many of those jobs are actually paying declining
real wages.
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Not surprisingly, economic problems are disproportionately concentrated in
older metropolitan regions, especially those where traditional manufacturing and
related sectors continue a long-term structural decline. In 2006, on an annual
basis, of the forty-nine largest cities in the United States, unemployment was the
worst in Detroit, but also very high in Milwaukee (forty-seventh), Oakland (forty-
sixth), St. Louis (forty-fifth), Baltimore (forty-third), and Philadelphia (fortieth).3

Although many cities are showing signs of life in terms of growing downtown real
estate markets and other indicators, they continue to show overall higher levels of
economic distress than the nation, distress that also affects their surrounding
regional economies.

According to a variety of analyses, the problems facing low-income workers and
regions are essentially determined by larger national or global economic forces.
The increase in globalization has meant that jobs, especially lower-skilled jobs, can
be more easily moved out of the country. A corollary argument is that higher-
skilled jobs are those most likely to stay in the United States, placing an ever-
higher premium on skills and education, which disadvantages lower-skilled
workers. Declining unionization and continuing racial and gender discrimination
and exclusion also contribute to the problem. And increasing numbers of poor,
lower-skilled immigrant workers have been entering the United States, leading
some analysts to argue that this creates increased competition with native-born
lower-skilled workers. This claim is disputed by others, who assert that immigra-
tion has no major impacts.4

Of course, national policy factors such as trade, immigration, federal taxation
and regulation, and macroeconomic policy are beyond the control of any one
region. But in contrast to these broad macroeconomic analyses of the causes of
lagging economic performance, there is a renewed interest in what cities, regions,
and states can do to improve their economies. For a multitude of other policy fac-
tors are under greater state and local control. Zoning, land use, and nonfederal fis-
cal and taxation policy are relatively free of federal direction. Education and
workforce development policies and finance, along with some labor regulation,
are largely state and local responsibilities. Environmental laws and regulations vary
considerably among jurisdictions, both in formal law and in actual application
and enforcement. Many states and localities provide or support financial, tech-
nological, and technical assistance to businesses. State and local procurement is
locally controlled, and transportation policy is largely directed by states and local-
ities, although supported through federal taxes.

This chapter reviews regional efforts in economic development, with special
attention to the problems facing older industrial cities and regions. Paradoxically, in
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a time where the impact of global economic forces is increasing, strategies to increase
prosperity and economic growth increasingly are focused at the regional level.

Economic Development Subsidies and Their Critics

In the twentieth century, regional economic development policy in the United
States became focused on using tax and other incentives and subsidies to encour-
age companies to relocate to other states. During the Depression, Mississippi pio-
neered the use of Industrial Development Bonds (IDBs) to finance facilities for
companies moving from the North.5 IDBs and other policy inducements spread,
with cities also offering a variety of location incentives to firms. The practice of
attracting firms across state lines, often with a variety of financial inducements, is
known derisively as “smokestack chasing” or, more recently—as relocation efforts
expanded beyond industrial firms—as “buffalo hunting.”

The use of incentives to induce business relocation became very widespread,
and there now is a somewhat dizzying range of incentives offered to firms. Peter
Fisher identifies three broad classes of incentives—discretionary, entitlement, and
tax cuts—and the picture is further complicated by programs that focus on spe-
cific industries (manufacturing, high technology), specific locations (economically
distressed regions, urban “blight” areas, rural communities), differing uses of
funds (plant and equipment, firm-specific job training, research and development,
infrastructure), in-state versus out-of-state firms (“retention” versus “attraction”),
different sections of the tax code (corporate income, property, payroll), and differ-
ent public agencies (cities, states, quasi-public development corporations, special-
purpose tax districts, public authorities). In part because of this wide-ranging array
of options, many of them not subject to public disclosure or scrutiny, it is diffi-
cult to know how much is being spent, and with what impact. Two independent
estimates valued state and local incentive spending at approximately $50 billion
nationally in 1996, although both studies cautioned that the estimate was very
likely too low, given imprecise valuation and the lack of transparency, and a
diverse range of incentives.6

Incentive-based approaches to economic development have long been under
fire on a number of fronts. One line of criticism is rooted in mainstream economic
theory and the distinction between public and private goods. In this view, gov-
ernments should compete for business on the basis of their general economic and
policy climate, including factors such as overall tax rates, regulation, and educa-
tional quality, but should not use taxes and spending to compete for individ-
ual businesses. The use of scarce public revenue to induce changes in location by
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private firms means that less money is available to spend on appropriate public
goods, and private firms receive a windfall for economic activity that they likely
would have carried out anyway.7

A second critique of subsidies was developed by the Corporation for Enterprise
Development (CfED), a nonprofit that advocates policies that look at the full
range of factors supporting a healthy economy—not just tax rates and regulation,
but education and workforce skills, environmental quality, and infrastructure.
CfED’s principal means of communicating this approach has been the “Devel-
opment Report Card for the States,” first issued in 1987, which created broad
indexes of activities and outcomes deemed vital to economic growth and shared
prosperity. When first issued, the report card was positioned against conventional
cost indexes of economic development or “business climate,” especially the one
issued by a consulting firm, Grant Thornton, which primarily measured costs and
taxes for manufacturing firms and ranked locations accordingly—lower costs and
taxes were largely equivalent to a high ranking.

Indexes like Grant Thornton’s viewed all public expenditures as costs facing
individual firms, even if those costs were taxes and public spending to support
infrastructure and education, two factors that are essential to economic growth.
Further, higher wage costs in these indexes were viewed as a negative from the
firm’s point of view, but these costs can also be viewed as an indicator of greater
prosperity, and therefore as an indicator of economic success.8

In contrast, CfED’s approach looked at broad factors associated with outcomes
such as high per capita income, job creation, business expansion, small business
start-ups, education, research and development, and infrastructure. The various
subcomponents of the analysis have changed somewhat during the past twenty
years, but the overall logic remains the same. The report card now focuses on three
broad domains, composed of sixty-seven specific measures: performance (includ-
ing economic, quality of life, and environmental data); business vitality (including
business start-ups and closings, and industrial diversity); and development capac-
ity (ranging from educational expenditures and performance to infrastructure
quality and investment).

This perspective leads to very different policy recommendations than a pure
cost-reduction approach. Rather than tax reduction and firm subsidies, CfED’s
perspective emphasizes investment in infrastructure, education, and training;
attention to the needs of existing businesses in the region; and support of new
business formation and innovation through increased access to capital, improved
technology transfer, and education and training programs aimed at entrepreneurs
and small-business owners.9 Although this approach shares the critique of firm-
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specific subsidies that microeconomic theory puts forward, it is also generally crit-
ical of competition based purely on lowering costs and overall tax rates, something
that the pure microeconomic approach endorses.

CfED’s work was instrumental in introducing a new perspective into economic
development policy debates, one that focused on economic outcomes for states
and their whole population, especially low-income people. It criticized policies
and programs that focused on specific firms, and put forward a much broader view
of what it takes for successful, sustained economic development. The report card
has functioned in significant part as a way to advocate for this approach to devel-
opment, as opposed to a strategy dominated by cost reduction or subsidies to spe-
cific companies.

The multifaceted approach to economic development, reflected in the com-
prehensive nature of CfED’s report card, is based on a rich vision of economic
development, but, ironically, that very complexity and range also made it less use-
ful for economic development agencies and policymakers. Individual govern-
ments or public agencies do not control many of the factors cited by CfED
(education, infrastructure, environmental quality), and many also do not have
staff or personnel trained or oriented in those directions.

Instead, another approach that also is critical of purely cost-driven strategies
aimed at individual firms has achieved a good deal of popularity in recent years.
Associated with Michael Porter of the Harvard Business School, this approach advo-
cates policies oriented around “clusters” of economic activity: region-specific con-
centrations of firms, industries, workforce skills, and potential growth opportunities.

On the basis of his work on competitive strategy for firms, Porter already was
one of the world’s most prominent business scholars and consultants when he
turned his attention to regional and national economic development. In his 1990
book, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, Porter argued that economic success,
properly defined, focused on producing “a high and rising standard of living for
its citizens,” that high and rising productivity was the key to that goal, and that
different groups of firms in different nations specialized to achieve that end.10

Porter’s analysis was based on the now-famous “diamond” diagram outlining
four sets of factors that together formed competitive advantage for firms, and by
extension, for groups of firms: factor conditions, available to all firms, such as phys-
ical and human resources, infrastructure, and capital; demand conditions for prod-
ucts or services (Porter emphasized the quality rather than the quantity of demand,
with more demanding and sophisticated customers seen as a critical source of pres-
sure for firm and industry innovation); related and supporting industries in the
region; and firm strategy, structure, and rivalry.11
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Although Porter’s work has been used extensively to advocate for and analyze
regional clusters within the United States, it is striking that the analysis in his 1990
book is based almost entirely on analyses of nations, not regions within them.
Porter and his research team had conducted very detailed case studies of ten
advanced national economies, and those studies undergirded his analysis. He did
say, almost in passing, that the analysis “can be readily applied to political or geo-
graphic units smaller than a nation,” noting the geographic concentration of suc-
cessful firms in regions within the United States. Later in the book Porter says that
the combined forces of the “diamond” caused “clustering of a nation’s competitive
industries.”12 Porter viewed the geographic clustering of industries as actually
spurring healthy competition among firms and exposing inefficiencies in business
practices that could be exploited by rivals.

Despite the fact that Porter’s book was based on analysis of national economies,
the regional application of his framework was very rapidly taken up by state gov-
ernments and others. The Connecticut Economic Conference Board had Porter
brief state legislators on state policy in 1991, and an industry-focused report on
the competitive position of Massachusetts was presented in the same year. Within
two years, five states had begun some economic development based on regional
clusters, and the practice has continued to grow.

There are basic economic arguments in favor of a regional focus. Regions have
specific concentrations of industries, occupations, workers, and businesses that do
not respond uniformly in the same way to aggregate national economic condi-
tions, and labor markets for many nonprofessional and low-wage workers are spe-
cific to their regions.13 Economic theory, since the work of the nineteenth-century
economist Alfred Marshall, contains a rich literature on how regions can gain eco-
nomic advantage from spillovers of technology, industry concentration, and labor-
force development. Marshall’s famous description of why industrial districts
persist bears repeating:

When an industry has thus chosen a locality for itself, it is likely to stay there
long. . . . The mysteries of the trade become no mysteries; but are as it were
in the air. . . . Good work is rightly appreciated, inventions and improvement
in machinery, in processes and the general organization of the business have
their merits promptly discussed: if one man starts a new idea it is taken up
by others and combined with suggestions of their own; and thus it becomes
the source of further new ideas. And presently subsidiary trades grow up in
the neighbourhood, supplying it with implements and materials, organizing
its traffic, and in many ways conducing to the economy of its material.14
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Porter’s framework had, and continues to have, broad appeal because of his prior
work on business strategy for firms, his reputation as a leading business scholar and
consultant, and the style of his presentation, which is “couched in the more acces-
sible verbal language of business competitiveness rather than the mathematically
refined vernacular of urban and regional economics.”15 The emphasis on clusters
also fit well with growing policy attention to retaining and expanding existing
firms, rather than focusing on attracting new ones. The appeal to state and local
economic development officials rested in part on the claim that regions can pros-
per even without controlling macroeconomic forces such as taxation, fiscal policy,
or trade. Porter’s work appeared at a time when many states had been concentrat-
ing on encouraging high-technology investment, and many of the early examples
in this literature are based on high-technology sectors, especially Silicon Valley in
California, Route 128 in Boston, and the Research Triangle in North Carolina.16

Porter’s work was not without its critics, especially on the question of economic
inclusion and the role of cluster policies in helping low-income people and com-
munities. Bennett Harrison and Amy Glasmier criticized Porter’s application of
cluster and competition theory to low-income urban neighborhoods and cities,
arguing that he had failed to appreciate the need for stronger involvement by gov-
ernment and community development organizations. But even these critics gave
Porter credit for his work and advocacy on behalf of low-income neighborhoods,
saying that he had “almost single-handedly rejuvenated and legitimated—even if
he has not exactly invented—such approaches.”17

Although all approaches to regional economic development, and cluster
approaches in particular, concentrate on economic growth, there is little attention
to inclusive growth or social equity in a region as part of economic development.
Joseph Cortright’s review of cluster literature found that “relatively few studies . . .
have examined the relation between clustering and wages” and virtually none have
looked at poverty alleviation in relation to cluster strategies.18 Some recent work
has focused on rural areas and clusters, with explicit attention to rural poverty, but
the metropolitan economic development literature has not been focused on
poverty or equity.19

This deficiency was documented in a 2002 report by Rural Technology Strate-
gies, “Just Clusters,” which reported on a 2001 conference on cluster strategies
and equity. The conference focused on knowledge- and skill-intensive clusters,
and concluded:

Clusters are, by their nature, demand driven, with companies acting in their
own best interests. Many rural and urban areas—which generally have lower
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levels of education and income—are thus caught between a rock and a hard
place. They can match neither the still-lower incomes of offshore regions to
compete for labor-intensive clusters nor the amenities and talent of Amer-
ica’s high tech and cultural centers to attract knowledge intensive clusters.20

However, the conferees concluded that cluster approaches held promise for
increasing economic opportunity for poor cities, regions, and workers, if policy-
makers and businesses could realign existing practices and programs. Clusters, if
linked to strong workforce development programs, business assistance programs
for small and minority-owned businesses, and support for a variety of intermedi-
ary organizations could “intentionally forge a pathway leading to higher incomes
and stronger economies.”21 This vision moves back in the direction of the broader
policy recommendations embedded in CfED’s critique of subsidy policy, but like
that approach, would require sophisticated coordination and implementation
across a wide variety of often-uncoordinated institutions and organizations.

The Persistence of Subsidies

Cluster strategies are now ubiquitous in economic development. A cursory scan
of state and regional economic development plans and policies will find work on
clusters firmly embedded in strategic plans, policy initiatives, and regional visions
of economic growth as expressed by governors and mayors, but also business
organizations and universities. The Economic Development Administration of
the U.S. Department of Commerce has promoted cluster strategies for several
years, commissioning a detailed series of research reports and providing technical
assistance to economic development agencies that want to use cluster analyses and
practices.22 The National Governors Association (NGA), in cooperation with the
Council on Competitiveness, has issued a major report, Cluster-Based Strategies
for Growing State Economies, authored by Stuart Rosenfeld, one of the nation’s
leading scholars and practitioners on clusters. The NGA also offers workshops on
cluster strategies for state officials and economic development staff.23 A wide range
of consultants and academics conduct highly detailed cluster analyses, and a recent
survey of economic development organizations found that more than half had
commissioned one or more industry cluster studies.24

The explicit critique of economic development subsidies, and legislative efforts
to rein them in or limit them, also have grown. A widely shared critique of subsi-
dies as ineffective and wasteful ranges across the political spectrum, with more
conservative groups seeing subsidies as market distortions and wasteful public
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spending, and more liberal groups seeing them as undeserved giveaways to com-
panies that do not need them, taking revenue away from critical public needs. On
the legislative front, according to Good Jobs First, the leading public interest
organization in the nation that tracks and critiques economic development subsi-
dies, ten states have enacted disclosure laws, twenty states have some type of “claw-
back” provision that allows recapture of subsidies if promised development targets
are not met, and over forty states have some type of job quality standards attached
to the receipt of subsidies. (At the same time, there is a good deal of skepticism
about how aggressively such provisions are enforced.)25

A related critique focuses on urban and suburban sprawl. This analysis sees a
combination of powerfully interlinked forces in finance, governmental organiza-
tion, transportation policy, housing construction, and class and racial division fos-
tering ever-sprawling development that degrades the environment and moves jobs
and opportunity farther from poor people.

So firm-specific, subsidy-driven “buffalo hunting” approaches to development
have come under sustained attack from a diverse group of critics. The critics range
from conservative free-market advocates who want an end to all public subsidies
to business-oriented consultants and organizations who want to shift resources to
cluster-based approaches to groups who want to redirect subsidies to other press-
ing economic and social needs such as infrastructure, education, and health care.
In contrast to most research in the field, one recent study claims measurable ben-
efits from competing for industrial plants among jurisdictions, but it has been crit-
icized on a variety of grounds, especially because the authors did not include data
on the size of incentives, so they did not assess whether the benefits of the incen-
tives under study outweighed the costs.26

It comes as somewhat of a surprise, given the breadth of the critique, that states
and localities continue to make substantial use of “buffalo hunting” approaches.
These subsidy policies are tracked and criticized by groups such as Good Jobs
First, and some of the state-level groups that are part of the State Fiscal Analysis
Initiative (SFAI) or the Economic Analysis and Research Network (EARN),27 but
the persistence of subsidies in practice even as their analytic support has eroded is
one of the major paradoxes in this field.

Examples of large subsidy-driven deals abound. Critics of attraction deals point
to the $320 million in subsidies provided to United Airlines to develop an aircraft
maintenance facility in Indianapolis. The center was projected to employ a staff of
more than five thousand, at high wages. The deal was made during the recession
of the early 1990s, and over ninety cities bid for it. The city and state put $320 mil-
lion into the deal, and United pledged another $500 million for expansion. At its
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peak, United employed close to twenty-five hundred mechanics at the facility, but
then United, and the airline industry, hit hard times. United’s investment topped
out at $229 million, and the facility closed in 2003. The city and state struggled to
find other tenants, while public sector costs rose to around $40 million annually in
bond payments and maintenance costs. The center’s space was slowly filled by a
variety of tenants, capped off by Wellpoint, Inc., with a call center and specialty
drug distribution center employing nine hundred, described by the Indianapolis
Mayor’s office as “high-tech” jobs. (Wellpoint received an additional subsidy of up
to $10.1 million in forgivable loans, tax credits, and rent credits.)28

Even though some public decisionmakers recognized that the deal might be
wasting public resources, they felt subsidies were necessary in order to compete with
other jurisdictions. Governor Joseph Kernan of Indiana, in a statement that could
be echoed by a myriad of public officials, said, “I understand the argument that tak-
ing jobs away from Boston and putting them here is nationally a zero-sum game.
But Indiana, like virtually every other state, is not going to unilaterally disarm.”29

The inability or unwillingness of governments to end a policy that many rec-
ognize may be wasteful and ineffective has led some critics to despair of reform
and instead to call for federal intervention to end subsidies. This culminated in
the recent DaimlerChrysler v. Cuno litigation, in which an Ohio federal appeals
court held that state investment tax credits to attract a manufacturing plant vio-
lated the Constitution’s Commerce Clause, which gives Congress the authority
to manage trade between states.30 The decision was overturned by the U.S.
Supreme Court, which held that the plaintiffs did not have standing to sue. While
the case was in litigation, it sparked efforts in Congress to ratify the right of states
to use subsidies. The case underscored the complexity of the politics of subsidies,
with state governments, business organizations, and labor unions advocating sub-
sidies, while a combination of liberal organizations such as the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities and conservative advocacy organizations who favor a sharply
limited role for government lined up against them.

In addition to classic “buffalo hunting” subsidies aimed at attracting firms from
outside a state, many jurisdictions now provide incentives to firms to prevent them
from moving—“retention” subsidies. In New York City, recent subsidies to con-
struct new headquarters for financial firms have resulted in more than $650 mil-
lion to Goldman Sachs and at least $240 million to JPMorgan Chase. The Chase
subsidies were justified in part because of a supposed counteroffer from Stamford,
Connecticut, but Stamford officials later confirmed that there had been no dis-
cussions with Chase.31 Subsidies also are routinely used by local governments
within metropolitan areas to compete with each other for businesses. In 2005, the
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Applebee’s restaurant chain negotiated with several suburbs in the Kansas City
region for a new headquarters; the project eventually went to the neighboring city
of Lenexa for $12.5 million in local benefits (on top of $14 million from the state
to keep them on the Kansas side of the border). The new site is ten miles from the
old headquarters.32

The Applebee’s case illustrates one reason for the persistence of subsidies and
highlights a major barrier to more effective regional development approaches—
the fragmentation of and competition among governments in regions. The eco-
nomic boundaries of a region spill across multiple jurisdictions, and sometimes
state lines, encompassing a very large number of separate jurisdictions and eco-
nomic development actors.33 But there are relatively few incentives or mechanisms
for these jurisdictions to cooperate with each other, even if they recognize that
such cooperation is in their mutual interests.

In fact, proliferation of governmental units—new jurisdictions as the metro-
politan area grows, along with special-purpose districts and various types of pub-
lic or quasi-public authorities—often is advocated as a way to increase economic
development. Although some of this growth in jurisdictions can be attributed to
advocacy from relatively narrow real estate development interests, the growth of
special units with bonding or taxing authority also is linked to efforts to get around
mandated debt limits on existing government. Although debt for various projects
can be raised in this way, the new units do not necessarily increase the region’s
overall revenue-generating ability, leading to longer-term problems in repaying
debt and declining ratings from finance agencies.34

Recent analyses find that governmental fragmentation harms overall regional
economic development. In one comprehensive study, Jerry Paytas compared 285
metropolitan areas, from 1973 to 1997, focusing on a measure of metropolitan
competitiveness based on a dynamic shift-share analysis incorporating employ-
ment levels, industry mix, income, and regional economic performance. The
study found a “strong and negative influence” from metropolitan governmental
fragmentation on economic competitiveness. Fragmentation was highest in the
Northeast and the Midwest was second—two regions with large concentrations
of older industrial cities.35

But Paytas also found that simply centralizing functions at the state level did
not resolve the fragmentation problem—in fact, it further decreased metropoli-
tan competitiveness, with particularly harmful effects on smaller metropolitan
areas, the “worst-case scenario” being “a fragmented metropolitan area within a
centralized state.” The largest contributor to metropolitan fragmentation, with a
consequent negative impact on economic competitiveness, was creation of new
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governmental units in the region—not only new political jurisdictions, but also
new units within existing governments. Paytas concluded that “the proliferation
strategy is a trap for the long-term health of local governments.”36

Varying electoral cycles and diverse and contradictory incentives for the mul-
tiple jurisdictions in a regional economy, and the persistence of unproductive or
contradictory economic development policies within regions, suggest that the
problem of intraregional competition cannot be effectively solved solely by the
public sector, which often does not have the capacity for longer-term economic
development planning, and where political leaders’ time horizon is often short.
The policies are driven by the need for quick results that conform to electoral
cycles; the differing needs and views of legislative and executive branch stake-
holders, including legislators who want to reward their own district; and the skills
and orientation of traditional economic development agency staff, who work
closely with real estate developers and are not rewarded for other, less tangible out-
comes than specific relocation of a single firm or facility.

These pressures are much more pronounced in declining economies and older
industrial regions. But state governments are not a magical solution to this prob-
lem; although there is an important role for states, they need to be flexible in rela-
tion to the long-term competitive needs of particular regions. And the problem is
compounded by the lack of a broader range of interested stakeholders who sup-
port longer-term programs that may have relatively slow payoffs.37

Engaging Other Stakeholders—Business, Workforce, 
and Philanthropy

The difficulty of changing economic development practice through government
actions alone means that other nongovernmental stakeholders need to be involved
on a sustained basis. In recent years, regional efforts have been carried out by busi-
ness groups and philanthropy, and also have used workforce development as an
entry point into regional economic development efforts.

Business

There is a long history of business organizations being involved with economic
development. Much of that work, especially by broad membership organizations
at the state or national level, traditionally has focused on reducing the costs to
companies through changes in the tax code, reducing regulatory burdens, and
seeking other ways to reduce costs. Although advocacy for cost reduction remains
an important feature for many regional business organizations, the focus on mak-
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ing cities and regions economically competitive in a broader sense than just low
costs has been picked up by several business-led organizations.

In 2003, FutureWorks and the Alliance for Regional Stewardship conducted
a detailed study of twenty-nine regional business-civic organizations, to analyze
innovative practices and to see “what contributions do business-civic organiza-
tions make to the health of major metropolitan regions.” The researchers inter-
viewed sixty-three executives from business organizations, analyzed the results of
a web-based survey, and talked with a wide range of stakeholders in these regions.

They concluded that these organizations were shifting priorities from a focus
on a traditional, purely cost-reduction perspective to a focus on broader regional
competitiveness. A smaller number also were directly concentrating on economic
inequality in their regions. But moving to a regional perspective confronted them
with substantial organizational and funding challenges, and many found that
adopting a regional perspective required changes in their own organizational prac-
tices and structures.38

It sometimes is not apparent to other regional stakeholders that business organi-
zations are largely membership driven, and must provide useful services for their
members. Like other sectors, there is competition among business organizations
for members, and firms can be variously organized by geography, cluster, size, eth-
nicity or gender of owners, and other factors. Changing practices and adopting a
new focus run the risk of losing a sometimes fragile membership base. Also, many
organizations report that a continuing wave of corporate mergers and more rapid
turnover of high-level business personnel in their regions make it harder to engage
senior leaders of major firms on a sustained basis. And there are substantial barri-
ers and a legacy of misunderstanding between business-led groups and commu-
nity organizations, especially in poor cities and neighborhoods.

Nevertheless, there is an emerging generation of regional business leaders, often
strongly influenced by Michael Porter’s work, which accepts the need to focus on
the regional economy. But remember that Porter’s analytic work is most sup-
portive of business organizations that support clusters of similar industries in a
region, not a broad organization across industries. Linking diverse business sec-
tors, and competing for support from firms and industry groups, remain a sub-
stantial challenge for these regional business organizations.39

These challenges will not be easy to overcome. In the Detroit metropolitan
region, the continuing rapid decline of the major American automobile compa-
nies, coupled with years of racial polarization and distrust between the city and
suburbs, has created a very difficult climate for regional economic develop-
ment. Detroit Renaissance, a business-led civic organization that historically had
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concentrated on the city of Detroit, has now joined with other regional organiza-
tions, both business and nonprofit, to launch “One D: Transforming Regional
Detroit,” a collaborative that seeks to strengthen a regional economic perspective
through specific development projects. The collaborative has carried out a detailed
economic analysis of the region and is concentrating on six target areas, focusing
initially on the mobility and logistics sectors, but also on entrepreneurial, creative,
and educational strategies. The project also is working in conjunction with other
organizations to address regional political fragmentation and race relations.40

In the central New York region around Syracuse, the business-led Metro-
politan Development Association has long been one of the key organizations in
a business relocation and attraction strategy. Although the region, like many eco-
nomically declining metropolises, continues to emphasize attraction strategies,
it also has broadened its approach to include expansion of existing enterprises and
now is working to develop linkages among technology-based firms in the region,
collaborating with the region’s universities to retain new graduates, and creating
a stronger sense of regional economic identity that spans twelve counties in the
Syracuse area.41

Other efforts are under way, sometimes in explicit cooperation with govern-
ment. In Oakland, California, the Oakland Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce
has taken the lead in forming the “Oakland Partnership,” which has the explicit
goal of fostering “sustainable, equitable economic growth.” McKinsey and Com-
pany conducted a study of Oakland’s economic situation, the results of which are
being rolled out in cooperation with a series of economic development task forces
created by Mayor Ron Dellums.42

Workforce and Human Capital

Regions also are the most important locus for workforce development and human
capital. Many labor markets, especially those for low-income workers, are local or
regional in nature. Key institutions such as community colleges run through dif-
ferent governance systems, and face different institutional incentives and manage-
ment. Programs in welfare reform, training for dislocated workers, English as a
second language, community colleges, and others all are governed primarily at the
state and local levels. Industry clusters such as health care, infrastructure and con-
struction, transportation and logistics, and hospitality and retail also all operate at
the regional level in terms of most of the decisions that affect low-income workers.

Innovative workforce development programs also are focusing more intently on
the needs of industries in their regions. Much of the emphasis in economic devel-
opment policy, whether on subsidizing individual firms or on supporting clusters,
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emphasizes working with companies in areas such as site development, technology
transfer, and business management assistance. But in the past several years, some
efforts in regional economic revitalization have emphasized, instead, the skills and
education of the regional workforce. There are two principal approaches here: one
that trains and aligns workforce resources with clusters or sectors, and another that
emphasizes the development, attraction, and retention of highly educated and cre-
ative people, without much regard to specific business sectors. Although these two
approaches sometimes are lumped together in a broad emphasis on “talent,” they
differ in their origins, focus, and implications for policy.

Just as with economic development resources, workforce resources are scattered
and uncoordinated in most regions. In 2002, The Reinvestment Fund identified
over $1.2 billion in Pennsylvania for workforce development funding, broadly
defined, but showed that the funding was fragmented in forty-nine separate fund-
ing streams, administered by literally hundreds of entities, without common per-
formance standards, reporting systems, links to other regional economic resources,
or accountability procedures. A similar picture would result from an analysis of
workforce development funding in almost any state and region.43

For years, efforts in reforming workforce development policy concentrated on
governance issues about the composition of workforce boards, and the allocation
of spending by different formulas among competing organizations. In contrast,
during the 1990s the main innovations in workforce development have grown out
of sectoral workforce development programs that were launched by local organi-
zations and stimulated by support from foundations. Building on the observed
success of innovative local projects such as Project QUEST in San Antonio and
the Center for Employment Training (CET) in San Jose, and with support from
the Charles Stewart Mott, Ford, Annie E. Casey, and Rockefeller foundations,
sectoral efforts were linked in networks. Evaluations showed promising results in
a climate where many are skeptical about the potential effectiveness of workforce
programs.44

Sectoral programs have a natural affinity with cluster-based economic devel-
opment strategies. When they focus on specific sectors, employer demand can be
aggregated, education and training providers can target specialized training, and
potential career ladders can be developed. The quality of the local workforce is
seen in cluster theory as a critical variable in regional success, further reinforcing
the linkage. The sectoral work supported by foundations has been explicitly
focused on advancement for the poor, which has led many of these programs to
concentrate on sectors employing a large number of low-income workers, such as
health care.
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States also have aligned training along sectoral lines with less regard to equity
issues as part of cluster strategies. In some cases, such as the state of Connecticut’s
metal manufacturing cluster and the Northeast Oklahoma Manufacturers Coun-
cil, broad cluster projects have grown out of sectoral training programs.

The community college has emerged as the key institution in this type of
cluster-focused training. Community and technical colleges have long embraced
a mission of assisting local business, but they often operated in a reactive mode,
rather than defining their mission in relation to specific industry concentrations
and needs. That is changing rapidly, and community colleges now play an increas-
ingly important role in aligning education and training with economic develop-
ment.45 There are many examples of individual community colleges that work
effectively with employers, and some that focus on clusters and concentrations of
industry in their region. But these efforts are more characteristic of individual
community colleges, often tied to leadership at the particular institution, and are
less a function of broader system efforts.46

The state of Washington has perhaps the most extensive effort to link post–high
school training with cluster strategies in economic development. The state has des-
ignated eleven “Centers of Excellence” in community colleges, in such sectors
as construction, process manufacturing, and health technology. The centers are
resources for community colleges to work with employer associations and assist in
developing appropriate curricula and career pathways for students and workers
who need further education and training.47

Although cluster-focused workforce strategies often show less commitment to
the goal of building career ladders for low-income workers, several analysts have
noted the alignment of sectoral workforce development programs with cluster
strategies and concluded that workforce development could play an important
role in bridging the equity gap between lower-skilled workers and higher-skilled
jobs in knowledge-based clusters. In the late 1990s, a group of foundations
invested in pilot programs in six cities to explore the role of funder collaboratives
and sectoral workforce approaches for low-income workers. Most of these pilot
programs ended up focusing on clusters in their respective regions, and the prom-
ising results have led to a new national effort to expand these approaches.

In the fall of 2007, a consortium of foundations and the U.S. Department of
Labor launched the new National Fund for Workforce Solutions, which aims at
raising up to $50 million and leveraging another $200 million for regional efforts
to link education and training more closely to business needs, and also make pub-
lic policy more effective in assisting low-income workers and the businesses that
employ them. Initial sites in the fund program are focusing on training in a vari-
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ety of sectors: biotechnology (Bay Area), health care and building services
(Boston), health care and aviation (New York City), and health care, biotechnol-
ogy, and construction (Baltimore). The fund announced four new sites in Sep-
tember 2007 and plans to provide support to forty metropolitan and rural sites
over the next few years, while pulling together lessons from the work and engag-
ing in public education and policy development.

All of the regional projects have close links with public economic and work-
force development efforts, but at the same time are independent of the public sys-
tem. For example, in New York City, the Workforce Development Funders
Group conducts aligned program funding in collaboration with the city’s Depart-
ment of Small Business Services. The Boston program, SkillWorks, works closely
with the city of Boston and surrounding jurisdictions and the state of Massachu-
setts, and has become a voice for increased levels of funding and more effective
workforce programs, with successful outcomes ranging from more effective use of
Food Stamp funds for training to increased state funding for training and support
services, following the SkillWorks model.48

The most ambitious program aligned with the new fund is Pennsylvania’s
Industry Partnership Project. As part of a broader effort to make workforce devel-
opment more effective in economic development, coupled with a focus on trou-
bled regional economies and sectors, the state has allocated $15 million annually
to training in high-priority occupations, with an additional $5 million to support
the intermediary organizations necessary to have effective regional partnerships.
The partnerships are regionally based and concentrate on a specific set of industry
clusters. In a competitive process, funds are awarded to multiemployer partner-
ships of business, labor, education and training, and community organizations.
The project requires ongoing evaluation and results-oriented targets, and provides
information and peer-learning opportunities to the various regional programs. To
date, the program has provided training to over 24,000 workers from over 5,700
companies.49

A second prominent approach to regional development that emphasizes
human capital encourages regions to focus on improving the quality of life for
higher-income professionals, including both improvement of public education
and also amenities such as arts and culture. The theory, based on the work of
Richard Florida and others, is that attracting and holding young, mobile, college-
educated professionals will give a region an economic advantage.50 Critics have
questioned the causality—whether the movement of professionals is a cause or an
effect of growth in certain sectors—but the approach is widely discussed and
increasingly is being applied in development circles.51
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The emphasis on attracting and retaining creative, highly educated talent
has led to a wave of efforts in cities to make themselves more attractive to this
cohort. Several cities—Philadelphia, Memphis, Portland, Providence, Tampa,
and Richmond—have commissioned studies that position them in relation to
the demographic trends in other regions and the nation as a whole. In a series
with the clever title, “The Young and the Restless,” these six studies provide very
detailed demographic information on each city, along with generic advice about
how to attract and retain younger educated people. In some cases, such as that of
Philadelphia, the generic advice about attracting people is linked to a regional
strategy focused on high technology and innovation-based businesses, but for
other cities, recommendations for attracting young people are exactly the same
and are not tailored to the specific city or region or set of industry clusters.52

There is one major national policy effort to bring cluster-based analysis together
with an emphasis on attracting and developing talent—the U.S. Department of
Labor’s WIRED program, standing for “Workforce Innovation in Regional Eco-
nomic Development,” which was begun in 2005. There have been three rounds of
grant awards for regional proposals, with three years of funding in each round.
Total projected federal spending for the thirty-nine current WIRED regions is
$325 million, with significant required matches from states and regions.

WIRED uses the work of the Council on Competitiveness that advocates the
development and capture of leading technology sectors as a regional growth strat-
egy. According to the Labor Department, WIRED “is designed to support the
development of a regional, integrated approach to workforce and economic devel-
opment and education.” The WIRED regions range from rural to urban and
include both older industrial regions and newer, faster-growing ones.53 The devel-
opment of WIRED drew heavily on work carried out by the Council on Com-
petitiveness, whose regional innovation project focused on clusters, with research
support from Michael Porter.54 Porter coordinated a detailed cluster study of
technology- and innovation-based sectors in five U.S. regions, and those case
studies formed the basis for the council’s report. This work is the most explicit
linking of cluster analysis to a focus on higher-educated talent, in comparison
with the broader non-sector-specific approaches that are found in the work of
Richard Florida and the “Young and the Restless” series.

Philanthropy

The examples in workforce development are part of a larger engagement by phil-
anthropic institutions in regional economic development activity. As part of the
WIRED process, the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation organized a successful
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regional application for a thirteen-county region in central Michigan, centering on
older industrial cities such as Flint, Lansing, and Saginaw. Drawing on Mott’s
extensive knowledge and leadership in workforce development and its role as a neu-
tral partner in an economically declining region, the region organized the “Mid-
Michigan Innovation Team.” Enjoying strong participation from Michigan State
University and other universities, regional community colleges, civic organizations,
and the nonprofit Center for Automotive Research, the mid-Michigan program
targets clusters in advanced transportation and manufacturing, alternative fuels and
energy, health care, and construction, along with a parallel program to promote
and develop entrepreneurship.

The mid-Michigan strategy emphasizes “talent,” but defined broadly to
include not only next-generation leaders and highly educated people but also the
current regional workforce, with a focus both on current workers and students in
the K-to-16 system. A central goal of the strategy is collaboration with the various
government agencies and programs in the region, and the strategy outlines in
detail the array of programs to engage. But the WIRED grant and the program
are run through the Prima Civitas Foundation, a collaboration led initially by
Michigan State, with support from a nonprofit organization, the Corporation for
a Skilled Workforce, directed by a steering committee with representatives from
foundations, higher education, business and economic development organizations,
and other civic leaders.55 It is a striking example of a broad regional collabora-
tive that focuses both on clusters and on broad and inclusive regional prosperity,
with strong leadership from anchor institutions, especially in higher education and
philanthropy.

Another philanthropically led effort has focused more on higher technology
and innovation in its region. In the Pittsburgh region, the Heinz Endowments
have led these efforts through their Innovation Economy Program, which empha-
sizes three main goals: stimulating innovation-based businesses and clusters; devel-
oping career paths, especially for low-income and underrepresented groups; and
supporting public policy and regional planning to assist the development and suc-
cess of regional business clusters.

The Pittsburgh efforts started with, and have maintained, a strong cluster and
regional focus and have deepened their work with the labor force, especially low-
income groups. The strategy builds on one potential strength of philanthropy—its
ability to take risks and be flexible. Grants have gone to a wide range of organiza-
tions, including joint economic development efforts among the major research uni-
versities, smart growth and sustainable development organizations, community
colleges, and regional loan funds. The Heinz Endowments’ new strategic plan
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emphasizes a regional perspective, reflecting its view that the region is at a “tipping
point” that can start to reverse years of “slow job and population growth, racial and
gender inequities, fragmented government, and a negative self-image.”56

This effort, which has drawn on work at the Metropolitan Policy Program of
the Brookings Institution, again links an emphasis on clusters and innovation with
creating employment opportunities, developing and articulating a regional per-
spective, and engaging with public policy and government as a collegial but inde-
pendent voice.

A third philanthropic effort, which helps to coordinate over one hundred foun-
dations, organizations, and individual donors in northeast Ohio, is the Fund for
Our Economic Future. Formed in 2004, the fund is a collaborative that makes
grants to regional organizations, supports research emphasizing current economic
conditions and the region’s position relative to others, and funds civic engagement
activities to educate the region’s population and decisionmakers and to help build
regional identity.

The fund has brought together sixteen counties in the region, centered on
Cleveland and surrounding cities, and also has supported broad public involve-
ment in the development of regional strategy. In the initial phase of work, the
fund supported a process that resulted in “Advance Northeast Ohio,” an initia-
tive with four main strategic goals: business growth and attraction, workforce
preparation, growth through racial and economic inclusion, and government col-
laboration and efficiency. They funded an elaborate regional process involving
leaders from the sixteen counties and over 21,000 residents, to better understand
people’s views of the economy and priorities for the future. The fund tracks pub-
lic opinion on the region’s economy through an “NEO [Northeast Ohio] Barom-
eter,” which is made widely available.57

Each of the four strategy areas works on a continuing set of specific goals and
outcomes, and the fund is committed to measuring and reporting on the strategy’s
progress. The fund also tracks the region’s overall economy, through an innovative
regional “dashboard” that shows the region’s relative economic performance on
eight broad growth factors, with a number of specific subcomponents. The region
is then assessed in relation to over 130 U.S. metropolitan areas on the same broad
set of indicators, and also tracked over time on its own performance.58

Other foundations have focused on specific aspects of economic develop-
ment processes, such as the Kauffman Foundation’s support of entrepreneurs and
new businesses, the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s focus on how economic and
workforce development affects the well-being of children and families, the Surdna
Foundation’s new work on “weak-market” cities, and the Charles Stewart Mott
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Foundation’s interest in sectoral workforce and economic development strategies.
The MacArthur Foundation is supporting a research network on “Building
Resilient Regions.” Increasingly, foundations are supporting economic develop-
ment efforts in their respective cities and regions, although their strategies are still
in formation in several cases.59

Challenges for the Future

This is an exciting time for regional economic development efforts. In part
because of a lack of attention from federal policy and in part because a variety of
analyses suggest that regions can and must play a larger role in their own economic
destiny, a wide variety of initiatives either are under way or are being considered.
In this chapter I have discussed efforts that make use of clusters and sectors, work-
force development, and talent attraction, but other analyses and initiatives are
grounded on anchor institutions such as universities and medical systems, new
approaches to technology transfer, linkages to smart growth, and entrepreneurial
development.

These ideas have particular resonance in older industrial cities, where many
specific examples of these types of work can be found. Most analysts now accept
that the employment base for manufacturing and industrial work will continue to
shrink, and that regions must find new ways to thrive economically. That will
include continuing to work with manufacturing, which is too deeply embedded
in these regions to simply be abandoned, and, where there are a variety of new
initiatives focused on that sector, to draw on innovations in cluster approaches,
technology transfer, and workforce development.60

This interest and innovation in regional development needs to be encour-
aged and supported, even though the current complicated and not always well-
connected set of new ideas creates both opportunities and threats. The opportunity
is to build more cohesive regional economic development policy and practice in
older cities. The threat is another round of fractured policy and programs that are
not linked into an overall, sustained vision for regional economic prosperity
shared equitably by all residents and communities in a region.

This suggests some guideposts for moving forward in regional development,
along with some unanswered questions and challenges for the next phase of work.

Improve Government Economic Development Policy

The persistence of subsidies and the challenges facing elected officials to “do some-
thing” about economic decline mean that subsidy policies are likely to persist.
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Especially in weak-market cities and regions, there will be continuing political
pressure to halt economic decline, and the challenge to policy is to craft as intel-
ligent and comprehensive a policy as possible. If that is not done, other ideas and
approaches will take center stage and use valuable and limited public resources.
Although the particular mix of policies and programs will vary depending on
a region’s economic makeup, there are some good practices that all regions
should use.

Increase transparency. There is a wide range of economic development subsidies
in use, and only some of them, in some jurisdictions, are open to public view.
Making these policies more transparent is essential to making more intelligent use
of them. Good Jobs First keeps track of various transparency measures and the
successes and difficulties involved in using them.61

Tie subsidies to specific, measurable benefits. Although there is a concern in weak
markets that negotiating with developers and the private sector will cause a loss of
investment, there also is a concern that development subsidies may not produce
tangible benefits for poor residents. Over 120 cities and counties have passed “liv-
ing wage” agreements that require government contractors to pay wages and pro-
vide benefits that will provide higher standards of living for poor workers and their
families. Many cities are enacting “community benefit agreements” (CBAs) that
require companies that receive public development assistance to provide con-
crete benefits in the form of job quality, use of minority contractors, employment
of local residents, construction of low-income housing, and other benefits, an
approach pioneered by organizations such as the Los Angeles Alliance for a New
Economy.62

Align economic and workforce development programs with the regional economy,
not with governmental boundaries. In all regions, the architecture of programs fol-
lows governmental lines, not the contours of the regional economy. The higher
the degree of fragmentation, the more waste and duplications of resources there
are, and the harder it is for private sector firms and organizations to work with the
public sector. There is an important role for state government here to realign pro-
grams and change the incentive for regional cooperation, as local governments
have too many negative incentives to compete with each other.

Work with groups of firms, not individual businesses, whenever possible. One of
the broad points of agreement among all critics of ineffective subsidies is that mak-
ing deals with individual firms is wasteful and counterproductive. Whenever pos-
sible, economic and workforce development programs should work with groups
of firms. Cluster approaches take this one step further and look to align programs
with groups of firms that share needs and interact and cooperate with each other.
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Groups of firms also can be aligned geographically, which allows working with the
wide variety of public resources that target neighborhoods and communities.

Role of Civic, Business, and Nongovernmental Stakeholders

Civic, business, and nongovernmental stakeholders must play a sustained and
independent role in regional strategy. The many incentives for governments to
engage in short-term competition with each other, or simply not to coordinate
their economic, infrastructure, and workforce policies within a single economic
region, mean that change will need other engaged stakeholders.

Regions need effective business organizations that engage with other stakeholders on
regional policy. Cluster approaches to economic development policy rest implic-
itly on the idea that there are strong, functioning private sector organizations to
work with in key industry concentrations in regions. But the reality is far from
that, and work needs to be done to build effective, engaged business organizations
both within clusters and across regions.

Strategies must engage and work with, but not be captured by, government. Regions
need a strong, long-term focus that is not grounded exclusively in government
agencies. Of course, there cannot be successful regional strategies without govern-
ment involvement. Too many critical factors—infrastructure, education, taxation,
and regulation—are the responsibility of the public sector. At the same time, gov-
ernments face very significant challenges in conducting successful strategies on their
own. Limited time horizons stemming from electoral cycles and short-term budget-
ing, fragmentation and competition among governments in regions, and a diffi-
culty in sustaining a long-term focus due to the fiscal and political pressures in older
regions, all mean that nongovernmental institutions must have a central, friendly,
but independent role in regional strategies.

Philanthropy can play a key role. Foundations are especially well suited to play
an important role in convening regional stakeholders, and supporting work on a
long-term vision with accountable results. But foundations will need to engage
more closely with public policy if regional success is ever to reach scale. There are
public resources that are ill-used and misaligned, and sometimes working in ways
that are counterproductive to regional success. Nongovernmental groups need an
independent voice to point that out and offer ideas for improvement. Practices
like intraregional tax and subsidy competition for relocating existing firms within
a region need to be criticized and challenged, and alternative visions of regional
prosperity and identity need to be articulated and sustained.

Different institutions can take the lead. There are examples of regional efforts
led by business and civic organizations, philanthropies, higher educational
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institutions, and government entities. There isn’t a single formula for who should
convene and lead these efforts. Visionary political leaders should welcome strong
organizations of nongovernmental stakeholders as an important voice in con-
fronting the political challenges to regional success. These stakeholder organiza-
tions can be convened and led by business, higher education, or philanthropy, but
cannot be successful unless they branch out to include other sectors.

Building a Common Regional Identity

Regions need to develop and implement strategies and build a common identity.
Far too often, relationships between core cities and smaller regional cities and sub-
urbs are hostile and unproductive, even though they all are part of the same
regional economy. Issues of politics, taxation, and race, along with the presence
of incentives that encourage suburban sprawl, all contribute to the inability of sep-
arate locales to see a common regional economic destiny. Changing these views
and building a regional identity are critical for success.

Map the economy, measure its progress, and inform the region. Information is crit-
ical for regional strategy and for building a sense of regional identity. Detailed
information on existing and emerging business clusters can be amassed and made
available to business organizations, workforce development providers, opinion
leaders, and the public, to help them understand the challenges the region faces
and the opportunities and assets it possesses. There also needs to be ongoing data
analysis on the region’s progress, presented in easily accessible formats to the pub-
lic. One excellent example is the Fund for Our Economic Future, in the Cleve-
land region; it produces an ongoing set of “dashboard” indicators that are based
on a detailed analysis of the region’s economy and social conditions, and can be
used to compare the region to other metropolitan areas around the country. These
indicators are updated on an easily accessible website.

Encourage regional cooperation and limit intraregional competition. A combina-
tion of government and nongovernmental stakeholders will be needed to build
regional cooperation and limit destructive intraregional competition. Governors
have an important role here. For example, the federal WIRED program requires
that regional players put a proposal together but that it be submitted by the state’s
governor. This gives governments and regional organizations incentives to coop-
erate, but also forces states and governors to think strategically about which pro-
posals they would submit and to encourage and direct regional actors to increase
their cooperation.

There is no single “best” starting point, but strategies must constantly build out.
Regions have started work with a focus on high-technology business development,
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attracting and retaining highly educated young people, workforce development,
smart growth, clusters, and building regional identity. There is no single “best”
way to start, but all of the best efforts recognize that the network, and focal points,
need to keep expanding. Older industrial regions face a multitude of problems,
and a successful strategy in one arena can be undermined or neutralized by nega-
tive forces elsewhere.

At the same time, strategies must stay focused. Given the scope of problems in
older industrial regions, taking on everything in depth at once will likely lead to
little or no impact. Successful strategies recognize the breadth and interconnect-
edness of their region’s problems but choose to dig in and make an impact on spe-
cific issues.

Equity and inclusion are critical for success, but are not well developed or integrated
into many strategies. The goal of regional prosperity has to include having a posi-
tive impact for all residents, or the region will continue to suffer, and political sup-
port for scaling up the work will be hard to obtain. Strategies that rely solely on
reducing costs, wages, and benefits can impoverish a region, making it difficult to
create and sustain prosperity. A low-skilled, poorly housed, and socially disrupted
labor force cannot provide the skills and productivity needed for strong economic
growth. Moreover, regions that are poor economic performers do not generate the
revenues necessary to invest in education, infrastructure, environmental quality,
and other public goods necessary for sustained prosperity. At the same time, tra-
ditional community development organizations need to broaden their horizons
and see that their community and neighborhood are part of a larger regional econ-
omy and that adopting this perspective can have tangible benefits for their resi-
dents and communities.63

As this discussion underscores, there are enormous challenges for economically
troubled regions in putting a comprehensive strategy together. Coordinating
economic or workforce policy in any single dimension is difficult enough; to ask
governments and other stakeholders to work simultaneously across the multiple
dimensions outlined here, and in this volume’s other chapters, may seem espe-
cially difficult in an economically challenged region that faces a daily set of crises
and fiscal difficulties.

But it is precisely the depth and interrelated complexity of the necessary ele-
ments facing older industrial cities and regions that require such ambitious and
comprehensive efforts. And there are promising examples of work emerging on a
number of fronts, which take a realistic view of the problems facing a region but
also are building new, inclusive efforts that assess the region’s current place in the
economy, map regional challenges and assets, bring diverse stakeholders together,
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and take concrete actions to make real progress, building on and amplifying posi-
tive economic and social trends for urban regions. Fostering this work in older
industrial regions while supporting and learning from existing and emerging efforts
can help not only these regions but also the nation’s economy, creating prosperity
for all Americans and meeting the challenges of global economic change.
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